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INTRODUCTION 
:> 

An analysis of the solutions of difference analogs 

to boundary-value and initial-value problems for certain 

differential equations can lead to very natural and quite 

satisfactory existence theorems for the solutions of the 

corresponding differential problems. In most cases the 

solution v of the difference analog is given explicitly 

by the equation it must satisfy and the data* or at least 

its existence is easily demonstrated. A function u is 

exhibited as a "limit" of solutions v of the difference 

analog as the mesh size goes to zero. Using properties of 

these approximating functions/ it is then shown that the 

function u has the derivatives required of a solution of 

the differential problem* and that these derivatives are 

"limits" of the corresponding difference quotients of v. 

Prom the form of the difference analog and the definition 

of derivative* it follows that u is a solution of the 

differential problem. 

Before discussing this method further we need some 

terminology. Suppose that a function w is determined by 

another function f« Por example* w may be the solution 

of an initial-value problem with initial data f. We say 

that w is weakly stable on a set X with respect to f* 

if 

sup IwI ^ (const.) max sup iD^fl* 
X . , oceA 

where ^D^f: oteA^ is f and some of its derivatives* and 

the second supremum is taken over the entire domain of 

definition of the function f. Similarly* we say that w 

is strongly stable on X with respect to f if 

sup IwI 6: (const.) sup Ifl. 
X . . 
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Stability theorems for the solution v of a difference 

analog and for some of its difference quotients may carry 

over immediately into analogous theorems for the solution 

u of the differential problem and for some of its deriv¬ 

atives. Suppose that a difference quotient Av of v 

satisfies a stability theorem with a constant which is 

independent of the mesh size. Suppose that a corresponding 

derivative Du of u is the "limit" of this difference 

quotient as the mesh size goes to zero. Then Du will 

satisfy a stability theorem analogous to that satisfied by Av„ 

The success of the simple but crude existence theorem 

outlined in the first paragraph requires the assumption of 

rather strong differentiability conditions on the data. Weak 

stability theorems with respect to the data for several of 

the difference quotients of v are used to establish the 

existence of the "limits" involved and to show the differ¬ 

entiability of u. However, appropriate strong stability 

theorems for v and some of its difference quotients, when 

extended to analogous theorems for u and some of its 

derivatives, make it possible to weaken greatly these res¬ 

trictions on the data. 

Fritz John [3] used this method to study the following 
initial-value problem for a quasi-linear parabolic equation: 

he proves existence and uniqueness of the solution u(x,t) of 

(I) under the conditions, 

(1) e(x,t,u) = c(x,t)u + s(x,t), 

(2) 

(3) 

0<W £ a, 

9a 
a> 9x’ dx2a* 

9b 
9x 

c, s, and f are uniformly 
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continuous and bounded for 

that in this case 

u, and 

00<X< +00 

f a2 
a52u 

0<t^T. He shows 

are uniformly continuous and bounded for -oo<x<+oo , 0<t^:T„ 

He also presents criteria for the stability of very 

general forward-difference analogs of (I), He constructs a 

fundamental solution for the difference analog, and he 

discusses generalized solutions of (I). 

Murray Ritterman, a student of John, used in his thesis 

[7] methods similar to John’s to study a boundary-value 

problem analogous to (I): 

^Ix = a(x»t)lx2u + b(x,t)|j + e(x,t,u), 

(II) 
u(x,0) 

W0’ *) 

for 0<x<l, 0<t— T; 

f(x), for O^.x^.1; 

O^(t)|j(0,t) + pQ(t,u(0,t)), 

+ (^(tjuCut)), 

for 0 —t — T« 

The unusual boundary conditions given here have as a 

special case the simple first boundary conditions, 

(*tt(0,t) = g (t) 
(4) \ 0 

(u(l,t) = g1(t) 

for O^it^T, with consistency conditions, 

go(0) = f(0), gl(o) = f(l). 

Ritterman proves existence of the solution of (II) with 

the linear equation,(l), and the consistent first boundary 

conditions, (4)> (5)? under the following conditions; 

(6) f e G
2[0,1]; 

(7) gQ, g;L e C
1[0, l] ; 

(8) 0<Oa; 

(9) a e C
3(R); b,c e C2(R); S, V e C(S). 
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Here 0 ^ $ < 1* and - — 

(10) R = £(x,t) : 0< x< lj 0<t^T} . 

In the first part of this paper we will consider a 

simplification of the boundary-value problem (II) and a 

corresponding linear integro-differential equation (problem 

(Io-) on page 6). As John and Ritterman did with problems 

(I) and (II), we will analyze the solution v of a forward- 

difference analog to prove existence theorems for our differ¬ 

ential problem. However, our method of studying v is 

basically different from that of John and Ritterman. They 

considered the difference quotients of v as solutions 

of difference problems similar to that satisfied by v itself. 

This method is much more involved and less satisfactory for 

the boundary-value problem. Accordingly, Ritterman can treat 
2 

only the case of G initial data. We will separate the 

variables and express v at each time level as a linear 

combination of eigenvectors for the simple forward-difference 

analog of the heat equation. (This representation is standard. 

See [ 1 ], page 35.) This allows us to obtain stability 

theorems for v and some of its difference quotients by 

analyzing the resulting coefficients. We will thus be able 

to prove an existence theorem for our problem, requiring 

that the initial data be merely continuous and that it 

satisfy the consistency condition (5). However this represen¬ 

tation is satisfactory only if the coefficients in the 

differential equation are independent of x and if no first 

x derivatives are involved. Hence we must make these strong 

restrictions. We also will not consider the quasi-linear 

problem. 

In part two we will establish an a-priori bound on the 

error obtained in approximating the solution of a boundary- 

value problem for a simple heat equation by a forward differ¬ 

ence analog. This discussion is entirely analogous to one 

used by Wasow [ ^ ] in connection with the Dirichlet problem 
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in a rectangle for Laplace’s equation. 

In part three we will prove an existence theorem for 

the initial-value problem for a non-linear integro-differ- 

ential equation. (See problem (VI) on page 34«)« Here again 

we will obtain our results by analyzing a difference analog. 

We will also discuss the uniqueness of solutions and 

the convergence of the solutions of the approximating 

difference analogs to the actual solutions. We will obtain 

only very unsatisfactory results along these lines in part 

three. 

We need some notation. Consider a function F(xsy,z) 

defined on a set A. We say that 

F e C
ly:i,k(A) 

if for O-r^i, 0^.p£j, 0^.s£k9 

r+p+s 

A r, Pa S dx dy^dz 
F(xjysz) 

exists and is continuous in A. At boundary points of As the 

derivative will denote "one-sided" derivative. 
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PART 1 

EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR A 

BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 

I. Statement of the Problem and Reduction to Vanishing 

Boundary Data 

Problems involving integro-differential equations 

arise in the study of physical situations in which there 

are "hereditary" effects such as hysteresis. The solution 

to such a problem at a certain time depends directly on 

the solution, at previous times. The analysis of our problem 

will exhibit and use the fact that solutions of a difference 

analog of the heat equation, like the solutions of the heat 

equation itself, are "smooth", even though the initial data 

may not be. This would not be the case if the solution at 

all time depended directly on the initial data. Therefore 

we are led to consider the following modified form of an 

integro-differential equation. 

Set, for cTkOs> 

(1) 

cCtp'tJuCxs't:) dTs , for t ^ o' 

0, for 0 <t<cf 

We will consider the following problems 

= s(x,t), for 0<x<l, 0< t —T; 

u(x,0) = f(x), for 0 £.x —1; 

We will assume that the consistency condition, 

(2) 
holds 
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First we will reduce the problem to one with vanishing 

boundary data. To do this we will assume that 

(3) g0> g-j_ e G2[G»T]. 

We will suppose, throughout the discussion, that the 

coefficients in the differential equation satisfy 

(4) 

(5) 

0<<* ia; 

a,b,c e C^[o,T], as functions of tj 

c e ^[o^T], as a function of rr. 

To accomplish the reduction to vanishing boundary data 

we need to find a function y^-(x,t) satisfying 

r>(o,t) =. go(t), 

(/*(l,t) = g1(t), for O^t^T, 

and such that if we set 

(7) G(x,t) = -^(u), 

then G(x,t) will satisfy 
t) J 

(8) |-iG(0,t) = |-iG(l,t) = 0, for 0^4. 2. O^T. 

(6) 

We may assign t) and ■g^;/U(l,t) arbitrarily, 
so we set 

(9) 9 aSA'tl.t) -f'<» 

}1 Then (7) and (8) will determine, step by step, t) 

and for 2^ji=4, For example, A . g 

0 = G(0,t) = -|^/A(°,-b) + a(t)~2/^(0,t) + b(t)/«0,t) 

r 
4* < 

0f for. 0< t ^cr, 

c(0,r)/*(0,r) dr-, cr'^t - T, 

■V 
requires, using (6) and (9), 

.2 

fejyuio.t) = 

r ■t 
vj* 

0, for 0^ t-0^ 

c(o,r)g0(7:) dr 

1 

o^t^T. 
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Because of (3)? (4)? and. (5)? the values of "g^^^Opt) 

g 3 . . 
and a^jU(lpt)s for 0£j^4? thus prescribed will be in 

C^[OpT]e We can find a polynomial in x with linear combi¬ 

nations of these ten functions as coefficients which will 

be a satisfactory/U(xp t) o It will be in C
1[0S,T] as a 

function of t* and the G(x?t) defined by (7) will be C
00 in x 

These x derivatives will be continuous. 0 — x-1, 0 — t— Te 
Set 

(10) f(x) = f(x) ~yU(xpO)c 

Suppose that we can solve the following problem; 

C°fo> (w) = s(xpt) + G(x,t)r 0<x<lp 0<t-T 

(Ic/) \ u(xjO) = f(x)p 0^x^=l; 

l^u(Opt) = u(lpt) = 0P 0£= t — T; 

where G-(xpt) satisfies (7)>and f(x) is defined by (10)„ Note 

in particular that by (2)y (6)y and (10)9 

(11) f(0) = f(1) = Oo 

Then the function9 

u(xpt) = u(xpt) •+• yU(Xpt)p 

will be a solution of (3^)«> 

To obtain our first existence theorem we will assume 

stronger conditions on the inhomogeneous term than those 

satisfied by G-(xpt). Later we will reduce the conditions to 

include those satisfied by G-, 

We have reduced problem (3^>) with conditions (2)- (Jf) 

to a problem of the form* 

oCtf (u) = S(xp t) p 0 < x< lp 0 < t - T| 

= f(x), 0£x^l| 

= u(lpt) = Op O^t^Tj 

(11^) { u(xpO) 

u(0,t) 

where 

(12) f(0) = f(l) = Oo 

It is this problem that we will study in the next 

few sectionso • 
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II„ The Difference Analog and Representation of its 

Solution 

We need to introduce some .notation,, Choose a positive 

integer N and a positive constant such that if we set 

(13) h = IT1, and k = 

then 

(14) (f = nQk? for some integer nQO 

We will consider a difference equation for functions 

defined on the grid 

(15) = {(ih,nk) 1 o£ih£l„ 0 - nk^ T j • 

For such a function v we setp where defined., 

vin = v(ihjnk), 

(16) < 

A v. 
x m 

2 
A Av. 
x in 

i+l«n in ir+1y. » A iV 
x m xx in. 

vi+l„n“ 2vin. + vi-l0n 
? 9 

hr 

i9n+l 'in 

We will also set 

(17) c . = c(nk9jk)9 and a = a(nk) 9 etc„p 

and we will make the notational convention* 

n^ 

» 0P for n EL. 

11 

z 

3=no 

Consider the following forward-difference analog of 

(IV)! 

(n^) < 

i«n+l 
= v. + ka A£V + kb v. + kS 

in Win 

n 

n in in 

X' 
3=n, 

cnjvij s 0 < i <Np 0< nk<T 

v±0 = f (ih) p 0^i£N| 

0 ^nk — Ho 

We will use the standard technique of Duhamel's 

V.TOn = vNn = °> 
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principle to reduce (IIIQ*) to the homogeneous case0 So 

consider the solution v^n of (III^-) with S = 0„ Note 

that v^n is given explicitly in terms of the solution at 

previous time levels and the initial data,, 

Express v.A in a Fourier sine sums 
10 N-l 

(18) v±0 o f(ih) = 'y' dp sinwpihp 
p=l 

where 
(19) 

(20) 

N-l 
d t= 2h ^ f (ih) sinupih, 

i=l 

Note that 

k A sinupih = 
JL 

4/Usin
2(^) sinupih. 

Hence we can put v^n in the form) 

<21> Tin = &p stopiH . 
p=l 

Put the expression (21) in (III^) with S = 0, applying (20); 

vi,n+l “ ^Xnp ^’P111 + kbn 

(22) P=1 P=1 

2 
+ k 

tei 2=1 

^ ftp 
J=nQ p=l 

sinupih, 

where 

(23) Xr- = 1 - sm- 

Gomparing (21) and (22) we obtain equations satisfied by the 

^np! 2n^i 
(24) £?n+l,p = ^np^Snp + ktn ?np + k jp * 

-B.P Van 

3=n, 

Introduce the following notation, noting (4) and (5)? 

(oc\ f 0 ^ 
llb|, I c IA„ 

¥e need the following lemma which was stated by John 

[3] in a different contexts 
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LEMMA .1. Suppose that 0</*<{2k) „..,Then there exists a 

constant M = As>/'0^Csuch that for,,. O^ph^lj, 

(27) IAnpl « ll - 4/*an sin2Jrwphl ^ ezp[- l(ph)2]0 

Assume henceforth tbat^i is fixed*. commensurable with 

Ci o an<i that 0<Cyt<< (2A)“\ 

Applying Lemma 1 to equation (24) and noting (18) and 

(23) we obtain 

£.£exp[~ M(ph)?] * Pn+l<,p* 

< P n-1 
(28) , k A TL 

J 

C
_

J,
 

li P 
0

 

'np 

01* 

V. I (30p! - ldp], 
We will now obtain a general bound on I (3 np ^ in terms 

of ldpl and then a better one in case <f > 0 in (113^) 0 

LEMMA 2. Let 

(29) H(p,h) = exp[“M(ph)2] + k A(l f T). 

Then there exists a constant Q = Q(c<PA<,Tp/<)p such that for 

Oi pkilj and 0-nk.AT<, 

(30) H(pyh)n^Q. 

There exists a constant pQ = p (CKJAJT *,/✓() ? such that for 

0i phA 1 p and p>P0? 

(31) HCp.h)11^ exp[- 

Proof. By (29) we hare 

H(ps,h) = exp[“M(ph)2] \jL + exp[M(ph)2] kA(l+T)J; 

Hence for OAphAlg, since k =/^h2
£, 

H(p,h) — exp[-M(ph)2] {l + k eM A(1 + T)}, 

— exp[-Mp2kytX1] exp[k eM A(l + T)] 

R a max [ -MpV1 + eMA(l + T)]„ Then by (32) 
lip ' 

(32) 

let 

we have for 0 £ ph ~ 1 and 0 A nk — T 

H(p?h)n£: exp[Rkn] - max(l?e'RT) = QP 
which is (30)o 

Let p be such that for p>.p„9 rO * O' 
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(33) eM A(1 + T) < §J^ . 

Then for 0£ph-l, O-nk-T, and' p>pQs> (32) combined 

with (33) gives (31). QED. 

TVEMMA ^ 

(34) | A | C H(p,h)n|d I, for H(p,h)>l, 

^np t ldpl, for H(p,h)^l. 

And therefore by lemma 2, inequality (30), for 0-nkAT, 

and O^ph-1, we have 

(35) \$ \ 6 Qld I. 

Proof Case Is H(p,h) > 1. (34) holds for n=0. Suppose 

it holds for O^n^r with (r+l)k^T. Then by (26), 

r+l,p* -{fxpt-MCpi
1)2] + kA] H(p,h)r |dp I 

r-1 
+ k2A ^^H(p,h)^ ldpl 

0=no 

£ {exp[-M(ph)2] + kA(l+T) J H(p,h)r|dpl 

= H(p,h)r+1|dpl. 

Case 2 s H(p,h)£l. 

(34) holds for n=0. Suppose that it holds for 0^r£n with 

(r+l)k—T. Then by (26), r+^ 

l^r+1* - {exp[-M(ph)2] + ^A] ldpl + k2A ^ ldp| 

^=no 

iz. £exp[-M(ph)2] + kA(l + T)"j Id I 
ir _ 

= H(p,k) ldpl 4s. Id I. QED. 

LEMMA 4 For 0£ph-l, OCnk-O-', and p >p , 

(36) l&p' ± V “P[“^?]. 

Proof By (26) we have for 0 < nk O', 

(37) I (3 I - £exp[-M(ph)2] + kA^ld l 

- H(p,h)n|dpI. 

Inequalities (31) and (37) prove this lemma. QED. 
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LEMMA 5 For O^ph^lj, o' - nk£TP and p >p ? 

(3Q) ^np1 £ ld
p' 

exPf>- 

Proof Recall thatch = nQku Hence by (31)? it will 

suffice to show that for 0£ph.£ls o’ ^ nk£T,9 and p >p ?> 
0 

l(?npl h Idp! HCpf.h)n°0 
This is true for n = nQ by Lemma 4* Suppose that it holds 

for n^ — ii — T9 with (r+l)k^To Then by (.26) 

I ^npl 6£exp['*M(ph)
2] + kA + k2A 1> H(pPh)n°ldpI 

— H(p,h)'H(pph)no Id I 

^ H(psh)no I dp I s> 

since by (31) H(p9h)£:l for p ^>pQp O^ph^l* QED„ 

III. Bounds on the Coefficients d 
Jr 

Lemmas 3?4? and 5 give ns bounds on the coefficients 

in the eigenvector expansions of v^ in terms of the 

coefficients d in the eigenvector expansion of the 

initial data f« We will now obtain some bounds on the dv 

when f has special, properties* 

If fe Cr[09l]<, let 

(39) F = max max lf^s^(x)L 
r 04s£r 0ix4;l 

We need a few more lemmas which will be proved in 

the appendix* 

LEMMA 6 11,1 \ i c. jix \^j xi vjfp^y? 
s 

for s even? 

^ 2 coswpjh (§)°’r'LBC!(p?h): 

for s odd* 

(40) (x>-jh)s sirnspx dx 
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r(j+l)k 

(41) \ (x-oh)s sinwpx dx = 

JH-4- (d-4)k 

Here 

(42) Bs(p,h) 

-2 simtpjh (|)s+1 Bg(pph)? 

for s odd? 

2 cosrcpjh. (^)Srl Bg(pph)p 

for s everu 

7   -(z1.).11 .(£&)2n 

(2n)l(2n+s+l)1 2 J 9 s even 

(-D 
n 

2n+l 
(2n+l)o(2n+s+2) 2 p s odd < 

n=0 

LEMMA 7 

(43) B0(psh) > ^ P for O^ph^l. 

LEMMA 8 There exist constants Mg such that 

(44) IB (psh) I — M p for Of=ph£lj> s=0?lp2oot s s 

LEMMA 9 Let f e Cr[0PlL with f^(0) = f^(l) = 0 for 

0^.j^.r~2o Then for O^rph—1„ 
N-l 

(45) ■Rp = h > f(jh) simtpjh 0(Erp“ 

o(Prp
c 

F0 ^ -FQ t 

.... 3=1 
” N-l 
h f (Jjh) eositpjh = 

Consider r=0. 
N-l N-l 

Ih Vf(jh) sinwpjhl h 
& 3 = 

N-l N-l 
Ih 2^f(jh) cosupjhl — h 2Z Fo 
3=1 - 3=1 

So the claim holds for r=0. Suppose that it holds for 

04r ^s-1, Let f(x) satisfy the hypotheses for r=s. Note 

that since f^\o) = f^"\l) = 0S for 0—3f=r-2p Integra- 

tion by parts sis times gives 

(46) 

Proof 

(47) 

E 

f(x)simtpx dx. 

'0 
*1 

i1 f(x)cosapx dx. 

(s—1) 
(x)sinnpx 

, s 
+ 

(np) 

^xjcosirpx 

1 rl (s) 
f^ (x)sin^px dx 

0 '0 (”f)S 

1 rl 

(*p) 
s + !x)cos^px. dx 

10 Jo (*p) s o 
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Hence 

Also 

(48) ( f(x)sinwpx dx , f f(x)cosispx dx = 0(P p“s) 
J0 J0 . 3 

- ,];S'(3-i)s)(^ - 0|V“‘1) 
S-l„(l 

C£=IT 
f(x) = = G(pe(l-x)

s"1), 

where 0< <9, < x < %<1„ 

So rih rl 
( f(x)sinwpx dx? ( f(x)cosrcpx dxp \ f(x)sinwpx dxp 

(49) *0 )o J l*4li 

and C f(x)cositpx dx are all 0(F hs) - 0(F_p“'s) for 

J 1-jrh 

Otph^l. 

We will complete the proof of (45)» The proof of (46) 

is entirely analogous* 

(48) and (49) give 

_ rl %=2r Hd+i) h 
0(Fgp■ ) = \ f (x)sinwpx dx = l f (x)sinwpx dx 

(cn) 0 0=1 )(d“i)k 

+ 0(Fsp“
s)o 

Also si jri 

f(x) = I; f(r)dh) + oags-jhi3), 

for 0£x -1* 

So r(d+£)k s^l (r). . r(d+£)k 

\ f(x)sinnpx dx = — r„ \ (x-jh)rsin«px dx 

)(3-i)h r3> ° J(j-4)h r=0 

+ 0(Fsh
s+1). 

Applying lemma 6 to this last expression we obtainp for 

O^ph^l* 

(r) r( d+iOh 
(51) \ f(x)sinnpx dx = . r 

' (d-4)li r=S 

f J'1^ &(§)r B,(p»H)(P(3h) 

+ h o(i'ap-
!s)» 
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where ^ C sinwpxy for r even 

(52) ^r^ = coswpxy for r odd. 

Combining (50) and (51) p we obtain 

N-l 
(53) B0(pgh) h ^~f(jh)sinnpjh +' 0(Fgp"

s) 

= - ll"1 “«(f)r Br(Pyh) h^f(r)(oii) (prUh) 
1*=! D=l 

f'r'(x). satisfies the inductive hypotheses for S“r9 so 

by (52) N-i / % 
(54) h 21flr'(3h)Cp' (jh) = 0(P ps“r)f 1 - r — s-1, 

0=1 r - 3 

Lemma 8 with (53) and (54) gives for 0 — ph^l;, 

H-l s—1 
(55) B (p»h) h 2If(jh)simspoh = 0(P h p ) 

0 0=1 r=l 8 

+0(P p”S) 
s 

0(P/ 

Since by Lemma 7? BQ(p9h)>^ for O^ph^lj, (55) gives 

(45). QEDo 

In this last section we have generalized the method used 

by Douglas [2] to obtain Lemma 9 for r=lf two space variables. 

IVo Weak Stability Lemmas and an Existence Theorem 

The results of the last two sections will give us 

weak stability theorems for the solution v,^n of (IIIQ-) 

and for some of its difference quotients. These bounds 

will be for a fixed mesh ratioyui but will be independent 

of the mesh size. 

LEMMA 10 Let f(x) e C6[0?l] with f^(0) = f^(l) = 0 

for 0^: j - 4. Let viri be the corresponding solution of 

(III^) with S = 0o Then for fixedyU 9 0<^ < (2A)”1S, 0^- i^N-r? 

(56) v±n = 0(P6)y for 0 - r- 4? 

independent of the mesh size. 

Proof By equation (21) on page 10$, inequality (35) on 



page 12 9 and Lemma 9 we have 
N-l 

(57) vln = 
P=1 

with 

(58) 'fV - Q'^p1 = °<V ) np P 

Therefore for 0£i-N-r 
N-l 

4x vin = ^ ^np ^ sinupih. 

Applying (58) to this gives 

N- 
IA v. 6^ x m ~ 

P= 
np (*p)‘ 

Therefore for 0^.r^4? 0^.i— N-r, 
M. ? 

Ax’in “ °<'s> 

N-l „ c 

= > 
p=l 

0(Fg) QED 

LEMMA lie Let f(r) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 10„ 

Let S(x,t) e C^S,‘*‘(R)P and let it satisfy 

1^3 S(0,t) = S(lot) = Oc, for 0 £=3 ^4p0 ~t ~T0 

Finally., let v^n he the corresponding solution of (113^/) 

Then 

(59) A^ v±n = 0(1), for O^i^N-r, 0<Ar^4; 

(60) A,Ar v.„ = 0(l)P for 0£ i— N-r, 0^.r£.2| 
u x m 

(61) AtAt Vin = 0(1)o 

The bounds here depend on f(x), S(x9t)s, the coefficients 

in the differential equation,and T; but they do not 

depend on the mesh size* 

Proof,, Note first that S(x9t) satisfies the conditions 

of Lemma 10 for each fixed t„ Also Lemma 10 is valid for 

<f = 08 Therefore we can apply a standard Duhamel-prin- 
ciple argument to obtain (59) from Lemma 10„ 

Rewrite the differential equation in (III^)? 
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(62) 
o n 

A, v. = a A v. + b v, + S„ + k5~c .v. . t in n x in n m xn f— nj 13 
** o 

Since for each t* S(x,t) e Cr[0,l] as a function of x, 
we can apply A* (r=l.j>2) to equation (62) and obtain a 

JL 
1 

quantity which by (59) is bounded independent of the mesh 

size. This proves (60). 
Also a(t)p b(t)P c(t?'t)£> and S(xPt) for 0£x£.l, 

are in C^"[0PT] as functions of t* and c(ts,'e) is bounded. 
Hence upon applying A^ to equation (62) we obtain^, by (60) . 
a quantity which is bounded independent of the mesh size. QED. 

THEOREM 1. 

Let f(x) and S(x9t) satisfy the conditions given in 
the statement of Lemma 11. Then there exists a solution 

u(x? t) of (11^) with p 

u(xj>t)$ g^u(x»t), J£2 u(x?i) and "at 

uniformly Lipschitz continuous for 0£x-lP and 0 £ t — T. 
Proof. j_ 

We set hg = 2° and pick o.y(4 (0</^^^) such that for 
2 

kg = ^chg and for s sufficiently large9 Q* = ngkg for 

integers n0« s 
Let v (x<>t) denote the solution of (III^) corres- s 

ponding to h and k . v (xPt) is defined on the set s s s 
R = J(ih snk ) s 0 — ih ^1, 0 Lnk ^T7» s c s s' s s . 

Note that R ,, D R 0 Let s+1 s 

R oo L[ R a countable set dense in R. 

By Lemma 11p the sequence of functions v (x,t) are s 
uniformly bounded. Pick an infinite set of integers I such 
that 

(63) 
lim v (xPt) = 

s->oo 
sel 

u(x„t) 
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exists f or (x.,t) e „ From the hounds given by lemma 11 oo 
it can be shown (See John [3]? pp» 174-175) that u(xpt) has 

the following properties5 (l) u(xPt) is uniformly continuous 

on R o (2) After extending it to all of R by continuityp 

it has two x derivatives and one t derivative. (5) These deriv 

atives are uniformly Lipschitz-eontinuous in RP.and hence 

u(x$> t) e C^(R). And finally? (4) for (x?t) e R^ p 

(64) lim A v (xPt) = • ■^r u(xPt)p for r = 1? 21 
s —*>00 
sel 

(65) lim A v (xpt) = 
s-^00 ^ 
sel 

John treats a pure differential equation., and the above 

considerations suffice to show that the difference analog 

carries over into the differential problem and that the u(xPt) 

so produced is a solution of the differential problem,. We 

are considering an integro-differential equations, so we 

must show that the Riemann-sum approximations go over into 

the appropriate integral. 

Let pQe I be large enough so that the corresponding 

mesh contains a row at t .= 0% and set k = k * Let p be 
o p0 

an arbitrary integer in I, p greater than pQ0 Set k = k^. 

We claim that for (x9t) e R 
Po 

(66) k 5Zc(tpjk) v (xj> j k) 
o'Aj kf-t p 

independent of the choice of p e I, P >P0» 

Consider the portion of the first sum corresponding to an> 

interval [nk . (n+l)k ) with <f £.nk < Te It is O O U 

(67) 
k /k -1 

i=0 

c(tPnk +ik) v (xPnk +ik). u p o 

But since c(ts'C) (Tl^T] as a function of ^ and since 
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A,v (x,t) is bounded independent of p on all of R? x P 
(68), c(t?nk +ik)v (x?nk +ik) = c(tpnk )v (x?nk ) + 0(ko)P u p u up u 

independent of p)P0s for. 0f=i<k/ko 

With (68)? (6?) becomes 

kQ/k - 1 

(69) k 2_ [c(tpnk )v (xpnk ) +'0(k )] 
O p U U 

Hence 

k0[c(t,nko)Tp(xP.nko) + 0(kQ) ], 

k©/ k “1 

k^c(tP jk)Yp(xp jk) = 51 k 2jc(tpnk0+ik)vp(x9nk0+ik)] 

<5* — 3*k< t ank0< -fc i=0 

= kQ [c(tpnk )v (xPnk ) + 0(k )]„ 
nkQ<t * 

This gives (66) immediately, 

How for fixed PqP by equation (63), the limit 

of the right-hand side of equation (66) exists as p->oo with 

pel. This gives 

(70) lim k c(t?jk)v (x?jk) = k c(tpnk )u(x?nk ) + 0(k ). 
   P ° ^  O o u 

pel cf-3k<- t <f< nkQ<t 

Since c(tP7t)u(x.s,'fc.) is a uniformly Lipschitz-continuous 

function of 'C on [c'?T]? and since the right-hand side of (70) 

is a Riemann sum for its integral? (70) gives us 
rf> 

(71) lim k T c(tp o"k)v (x;, jk) = \ c(tp
<C)u(xP

/t)d'C + 0(k ), 

pel 

Equations (63)? (64)? (65)? and (71) show that the 

u(x?t) given by (63) is a solution of problem (110') 0 Comments 

at the top of page 19 show that u(x?t) satisfies the rest of 
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the claims of Theorem 1. QED 

In the next sections we will produce some strong 

stability theorems which we will use to weaken the hypotheses 

in our existence theorem. 

V. Strong Stability Theorems 

THEOREM 2- Let vin be a solution of (113^), Let PQ and 

denote upper bounds on lf(x)| and IS(x.t)I, respectively, 
0 ' 

over their respective domains. Then for 0</*< (2A)“ , 

(72) vln = 0(Po + S0), 

where the bound depends on the .coefficients in the equation, 

and on T but not on f, S," or the mesh size. 

Proof. This type of proof is standard. Set 

(73) M„ = max n 0±j£n 
0£i£N 

lvid1 

Rewrite the difference equation in (III^O 

(74) vi,a+l “ 
+/'tVvi+l,n+ vi-l,n> + k Via 

+ k2 + k 3in‘ 

Recall that OcWfea s and I a l? lb I r IcIfiA. For 0 <M± ?A* * 

the first two coefficients are positive.Hence for Oi:nk^T. 

andfs- this small, we have, noting (73)? 

Ivi,n+1! - t1 + ^ + + kS0 » I— N-l. 
Therefore, since vQn = v^n = 0, 

T Mn+1 - t1 + ^C1 + T)]\ + kSo 

This gives 

Mn iz • [l+kA(l+T)]”M0 + kSQ 

£ 9(A+AT)k% s f
to, 

^ 0 °Jo 

n«-l % 
]>~ ri+kA(l+T)]3 

d=o 

(A+AT)'C^_ _ o(P£ +SQ). QED. 
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Theorem 2 shows the strong stability of the solution v 

with respect to f(x) and S(x,t) on the entire region R. We 

will now show the strong stability of all x-difference 

quotients of v with respect to f(x) on compact subsets of R 

when (f is positive and S = 0. 

THEOREM 5. Let v^n be the solution of (113^) with vanishing 

S and wither' strictly positive. Then independent of the mesh 

sizes for 0 ^i^N-rs ^ 

r f 0(Po) 0<nk^ 

(’5) X Ti“ 1^0(1^) (o'~^T+iLb tf-inkiT. 
Proof. 

Pirst we will prove the following simple fact; 

For r > 0, 0<nk^.T? and fixed M >0P 

(76) N"Ve"MP2kn 

p=J 
0[(nk)4(r+l)] 

Here again the bound is independent of h 

Consider* for OCnk^T* 

-Mkn?2 

r 

(p(?) 
sT - 
? e 

A simple calculation shows that max » an<^ 

N-l „ °“? 

that 
p=0 

pre-Mp kn < 
00 oo 

p)< j^(?)dp + 2 max ($(%) 

= 0[(nk)4(r+l)] + 0[(nk)4r; 

= 0[(nk)44+4]P for nk^-T. 
.A’ 

. As in the proof of Lemma 109 we have for 0—i^.N-r 

(77) |A^inli jnfnpl («P)P • 

p=l 

Consider first 0< nk^CT. By Lemma 4 and (77) we have 

for 0£ilN~r, N 2 pc 

(78) - Z! laJ (*P)r exp[- ZlldpICrrpFQ. 
P=^- F / pz-l 

Also by inequality (47) on page 14j> 

(79) Id 6: 2F . o 
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Combining (76), (78), and ‘(79),we obtain the first half of 

(75). 

Similarly, by lemma 5 and (77) we have for 0 <<r'^.nk£ T, 
and 0 — i — N-r, 

(80) Arv. | 
x in. 

Then (76),(79) and (80) give us the second half of (75). QED. 

The last two theorems give us the strong stability- 

theorems we wanted for v^n and some of its difference quotients,, 

Now we will obtain analogous results for the solution u(x,t) 

Of (11(f) o 

THEOREM 4o let f(x) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, 

that there exists a corresponding solution u(x,t) of (II<^) 

Suppose thatch is positive and that S(x,t) = 0„ Then 

(81) u(x,t) = 0(PQ) , for G £ x £ 1 $ and 0 —t — T $ 

(82) fer u(x,t) =( 
for 0< t —Otj 

1 J3(F for cj'irt^T, 

for 0< x<ls , and r = 1,2? 

(83) •~£u(x,t) =( '00?$-%) , for 0< t —O', 
4 

|o(pyo-"?t) , fortf ^t —T, 

so 

for 0 < x< lo 

The bounds here are of course independent of f(x). 

Proof. The solution u(x,t) in Theorem 1 is the limit on a 

dense set of a sequence of solutions of the difference 

equation (III^) with o'>0 and S = 0, as the mesh size goes 

to zero. The derivatives of u(x,t) in (82) are similarly 

"limits" of the corresponding difference quotients of the 

sequence of difference solutions. The bounds on these 

approximating quantities which are given in Theorems 3 and 

4 are independent of the mesh size. Also u(x,t) and its 

first two derivatives in (78) are uniformly continuous in 

R. Therefore u(x,t) satisfies (81) and (82).;Finally, (83) 
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follows from the form of the differential equation in (II )„ 

QED. 

VIo Improved Weak Stability Theorems 

If rf = 0 or S(x,t) is present in our problem, we 

do not get satisfactory strong stability theorems„ However 

we can improve our weak stability theorems,, As usual,, we 

will do this first for the difference solution. 

LEMMA 13. Suppose that f eC4[0,l] and S(x,t) e C4>^(R). 

Suppose further that for r = 0,1,2, and 0£t£rTp 

,r ,r 
f(x) = S(x,t) = Op at x = 0,1. 

Let v^n be the corresponding solution of (III^) with cr^O. 

Then 

(34) v±n = 0(P4+ S4)P for r = 0,1,2, O^i^N-r, 

and 0£nk 

Here as usual the bound is independent of the mesh size. S4 

denotes a bound on the first four x derivatives of S„ 

Prop fi». 
' First, suppose that S = 0. By Lemma 9 with r = 4, 

^ dp = 0(F4p"
4) for O^ph^l. 

Then by exactly the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 

10, we obtain (84) with S4 = 0. 

Since we have not required that & be positive and 

since S(x,t) satisfies for fixed t the same conditions as 

f(x), a typical simple Duhamel-principle argument shows 

that (84) holds in the general case. 

THEOREM 5. Let f(x) and S(x,t) satisfy the conditions of 

Theorem 1, so that there exists a corresponding solution 

u(x,t) of (131/). Then for 0<£ x^ 1, and 0< tiT, 
I* ^ 

(85) u(x,t), u(x,t), a(x,t) = 0(1*^ ^4), r — 1,2. 

Proof. This proof is the same as that of Theorem Here we 

use (84) where we used Theorems 3 and £ in the proof of 

Theorem 
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VII. Refined Existence and Stability Theorems for (lief) 

THEOREM 6. Let f(x) and S(xyt) satisfy the conditions of 

Lemma 13. Then there exists a corresponding solution u(x?t) 

of (II0') for & £.0, This solution will satisfy the stability 

properties (85). The functions in (85) are continuous in R. 

Proof. Let £fn(
Xl)Jn?]_ and ^Sn(xs t)Jn^ 

be sequences of 

functions satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 and conver¬ 

ging uniformly with their first four x derivatives to f(x)? 

S(x9t) and their corresponding derivatives. Let ^u^Xpt)^^;^ 

be the corresponding solutions of (13^)P which exist by 

Theorem 1. Then by Theorem 5 and familiar arguments un(xP t) 

converges uniformly to a function u(x9t), and the first two 

x derivatives of the u (x?t) converge uniformly to the corres- 
XI 0 

ponding derivatives of u(x9t). By the form of (II^)? ■g^un(x.s,t) 

converges uniformly to ^u(xj,t). Hence. u(xyt) is a solution 

of (Iltf) for f(x) and S(xst)? and satisfies (85). 

THEOREM 7. Leto'X)? and suppose that S(x?t) satisfies the 

conditions in Theorem 6. Suppose; further that 

• f(x) e G[0,l], and f(0) = f(l) = 0. 

Then there exists a solution u(x9t) of (13^) corresponding 

to f(x) and S(xyt). This solution will satisfy (81)- (83) if 

S = 0-. Also u e G(R);, and 8x2u are continuous for CXt^t^T. 

Proofs Let ^f^xjjj^ be a sequence of functions satisfying 

the conditions of Theorem 6 and converging uniformly to f(x). 

Let un(xyt) be a solution of (13^) for f (x) and S(x.t). Such 

solutions exist by Theorem 6. Then the functions 

un(x,t) - um(xyt) are solutions of (13^) cprresponding to 

initial data fn(x) - fm(x) and vanishing inhomogeneous 

term. Therefore we can apply Theorem 5 and standard arguments 

to show that un(x9t) converges uniformly to a function u('Xy-t)? 

and that its first ,t ■ and first Jtwo X derivatives converge 

uniformly on compact subsets of the region to the corresponding 
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derivatives of u(x,t). This-shows that u(x,t) satisfies the • 

requirements of the theorem. 

VIII. Existence Theorems for (Id) 

Recall the reduction of problem (1*0 to problem (13*0, 

which was done on page 8. Note i,n particular that the G(-Xjt) 

constructed there satisfies the requirements made on S(x,t) 

in Theorems 6 and 7, and that ^td(x,0) e C°°[0,l]. Theorem 7 

gives the following result for (V). 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that conditions (2)* (3), and (4) hold? 

and that f e C[0,l], s(xj't) e G^S’^(R). Suppose further that 
X* X* 

|^r s(0,t) = ~r s(l,t) = 0, for r = 0,1,2. 

Then there exists a corresponding solution of (1^ for 

positive. 

Problem (3^) will reduce to a problem (I£) satisfying 

the conditions of Theorem 6, if 

(86) f"(x) = f'tx) " |^2/^(x»0) j f =. V'M-ixStoi0) 

vanished at x= 0 and 1. Noting the equation at the bottom of 
and e.euo-'tton LQjj 

page. 7 and an analogous one for x = 1^ we see that (86) holds 

if and only if the data satisfies the differential equation at 

the corners. Thus we are led to the following analog to Theorem 

6, for (1^). ' 

THEOREM 9 Suppose that the conditions of theorem 8 are 

satisfied and that f e C^[0,l]. Suppose furthertthat the 

differential equation in (3^*) is satisfied at the corners; i.e., 

suppose that 

g^CO) = ,a(0) f"(0) + b(0)go(0), and 

g{(0) = a(0) f'Kl) + b(0)gl(0). 

Then there exists a corresponding Solution of (1^) forc/iO. 

Note that in effect we required that the differential 

equation be satisfied at the corners,.in Theorem 6 also. 
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IXo Convergence and Uniqueness Theorems 

THEOREM 10. Suppose that u(x„,t) is a solution of (Ed with 

d a2 

u(x?.t)? . u(x,t), and u(x*;t) 

uniformly continuous on R. Then the solution v^ of the corres¬ 

ponding difference analog? (IIZ^) with boundary data gQ and~:g-^ 

instead of 0? converges to u(x?t) as' h^O. 

Proof. This type of proof is standard. u^n = u(ih?,nk) satisfies 

the same difference problem as v.^ witH the addition of an 

inhomogeneous term which is o(l) as h-^0. 

COROLLARY. Any solution of (1^) which satisfies the conditions 

given in Theorem 10 is unique in that- class of functions. 

THEOREM 11. Let y 0. Then there is at most one solution 

u(x?t) of (1^) satisfying the following conditions 

(i) u(x.,t) is continuous in R; 

(ii) u(x?t)? and ™2 u(x?t) are continuous for 

0£x^l? and t ^ t^.T for each t^ 0. 

Proof. Suppose that u(x.t) and w(x?t) are two solutions of (^)j, 

satisfying* (i) and (ii). Pick t with 0<tQ< cr
1
0 Me showed in 

the previous section the existence of a solution z(x?t;|t ) of 

the following problem: {^(z) = 0 , for 04x£l, tQ^t’4.T; 

z(x?tQ^t0) = u(xPtQ) - w(xj> tQ)? for 0 —x —1; 

z(0,tjtQ) = z(l?tQ;-tQ) = 0? for tQ^t^T. 

By the construction of z(x? t;tQ)? we have (See'Theorem 4) 

!z(x?t;t )| (const) max lz(x?t st )lr 
! 0 O^xal, 0 

J ■ 

and z(xj,t0;t0) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 10 with t- 

replaced by t - t . The function u(x?t) ■=> w(x?t) is a solution 

of problem (A). By Theorem 10? u - w = z(x?t;tj„ Therefore for 

^0“* “Ts |u(x?t) - w(x?t) ! ^r(const) max lz(x?tQ;to)I. 

Finally? by the uniform continuity of u(x?t) - w(xst)? 

max lz(x?t :t ) I—> 0? as t-^ 0? and u(x? t) ■ = w(x? t). 1 ,< v/ w 1 U 

This proof is due to Fritz John. See [3]° 
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X, Differentiability of the Solutions 

In this section we will establish;further differentiability 

properties of the solutions of (1^) when ? 0 and there is no 

inhomogeneous term. 

LEMMA 14. Suppose that 0 and that S(x?t) = 0. Let 

(88) 
a (t) ? b(t) e Cs[0?T] 

c(tpt) e CS? S”1[^T]xi^?T] 

Let v±n be the corresponding solution of (113^), Then,where defined^ 

(89) A^-A+v. = 0(F )o for 0<t ^nk^-T? 0 i£r £s+l, all q, v Jl x t m . o o ^ 

Here the bound depends on the coefficients?^? and T? but 

not on f(x)» 

Proof, We will prove this by induction on sD The result will 

follow from Theorem 3 and the form of (113^-'), Apply A^ to A v 

given in (113^) for any q, This gives A^A^v as a linear combina¬ 

tion of x differences of v^ which?for 0 <^tQfr nk£T? are 0(Fq) 

by Theorem 3« Hence (89) holds for s = 0. 

Suppose that (89) holds for 0£s^3? and that (88) holds 

for s = ;j o Apply A^A|+1to A^v given by (IIH^J), The resulting 

expression for AM
+2

V, is 0(F ) , for t £ nk£ T? by the 
X ij 1.T1 o o 

inductive hypothesis? properties (88) and Theorem 3» Hence (89) 

holds for s = 3+1° QED„ 

LEMMA 15, Let conditions (88) be satisfied. Let gQ? g-^ e Cs+"[0?T]„ 

Consider again the reduction of (1^) to (Ilg*)» First? 

(90) ^(x?t) e C00,S+1(I); &(x,t) e C°°sS(R)„ 

Let q be any positive integer. We can construct a G(x?t) 

so that the solution vin of (113^-) with inhomogeneous term G? 

will satisfy 

(91) ArAiv. = 0(F + 1), for 0< t t-T? and w ' x t m o o 

0£n*£q?0 3 s+lo 

Proof, Statement (90) follows from the definition of^and G„ 

We can extend the determination of boundary conditions made on 
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/*<* ,t)on page 7, to obtain a G(x,t) satisfying 
J 
-^•jG(xyt) = 0 at x = 0,1, for 0^j£.qo 

Then by lemma 9 with r = q+2, the Fourier coefficients d in 
. p 

the eigenvector expansions of G(ih,t) for fixed t, satisfy 

dp = 0(p“
q“2). 

Applying a Duhamel-principle argument, arguments such as 

were used in obtaining Lemma 13? and lemma 14, we obtain 

Axvin = 0<V f°r 

Statement (91) then follows as in the proof of lemma 14. QED. 

THEOREM 12. Suppose that o’ 70, that conditions (88) are 
satisfied* and that g , g^ e CS+2[0,T]„ 

Suppose that f(0) = gQ(0) and f(l) = g-^(O) with feC[0,l]o 

Then by Theorems 8 and 11, there exists a unique solution u of 

(1^) in the class described in Theorem 11. This u(x,t) satisfies 

(92) u(x,.t) e C°°jS[0,l]x(0,T]'. 

Proof ¥e will show that (92) holds by showing that for any 

positive integer q, 

(93) u(x,t) e CQL,s[0,l.]x(0,T]. ; 

Pick a G-(xot) as in Lemma 15, so that the solution v. 
in 

of the difference analog of the corresponding problem (Li) 

satisfies (91)^ we" will show first that the solution u(x,t) 

of (1^) satisfies (93)° 

A sequence of solutions v^ of the, difference analog 

of (1^-) converges on to u(x,t)„ Using the fact; that tnese 

functions v^n satisfy (91) independent of tlie mesh size, and 

arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can show1 that 

u(x, t) e C^? s[.0,l].x[t T]?. for any t_”> 0„ 

This implies thatu(x,t) satisfies (93). Therefore by (90) 

u(x,t) = u(x,t) (x,t) satisfies (93) a.lso0 

Since q was an arbitrary positive integer, (92) holds. QED. 
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PART_2 

AN A-JRIOBI ERROR ESTIMATE FOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 

OF A BOUNDARY "-VALUE PROBLEM FOR THE HEAT EQUATION 

We will obtain an a'-priori bound on the error arising in 

the use of a simple forward-difference analog to approximate 

the solution of the following problems 

(IV) 

fp(x,t) = |^2U(X?+’)? for 0<x<1* 0< t ~T? 

u(x,0) =f(x), for 0 — x^lj 

u(O.ot) = u(l,1) = 0, for 0—t—T. 

We will assume that 

(1) f(x) e C3[0P1]« and 

(2) f(0) = f(l) = 0„ 

Using the same notation as in Part 1, we will consider 

the following difference analogs 

(V) 

A, v. = A^ v. 9 
t in x in • 

vi0 = f(ih) , 

Ton VNn = °’ 

.1 — i — N-l, 

0 — i - N 

0 £: nk —To 

0 — nk< T; 

Our analysis requires the choice of yH with 0 </&(<■?<, 
As an example we will take = o45» 

The technique we will use follows very closely the one 

used by Wasow [g ] in obtaining a similar result for the 

numerical solution of the Dirichlet problem in a rectangle for 

Laplace's equation. Wasow, Juncosa, and Young [4?5s>6,9] 
have published papers treating this problem for (IY) with more 

general f(x)* However, they do not give explicit bounds, and 

those established by Juncosa and Young only hold for t^t- >0. 

The solution of (IY) is 

co 
(3) u(x,t) = 

where ^ 

(4) c ~ 2 \ f(x) sinupx dx< 
JO 

Integration by parts gives 

-(up)^ t „ 
e sinrapx, 
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(5) 

Therefore 

(6) 
where 

(7) 

% = Tjzpi f(2)U> - f(2)(o) 
-1 

I J I 2 Z 
'V ' > 

K = lf^(l) f(2)(0) 

(3) y(x)cosJspx d.x] 
0 

0 
f^(x)l dx: 

The solution of (V) is 

(8) Y in ga Xn 

Af 
sinupihj 

where d^ is given hy (19) on page .10., and 

(9) = 1 “ 4^Csin2(^^) o 

As Wasow states, 

(10) d 
'P 

c + 
P ^C2Nj+p 'r °2Nj“p^ 

Therefore (8) "becomes 

(11) v, „ -• ^ s-innpih + 
p=i 

00 

c 3yn sinnq ih„ 
x>' '"O „ ho m ^ n^p - *— - fas^’P'^p"” ’P- 

where q^ E £l,2, and in particularly (9) and the choice 

of ^ . n 
(12) A sirntq ih| ~ 1, 

Set uin 

Ip 

Now we want to compare the solutions of (IV) and (V) 

u(ihonk) and z. = u„ - v„ . 
in in m 

2 
Since nk = nhyK- , we have by (3) and (11) y 

(13) zAin = ^^Cp[e‘ ^Wpil) sinwpih 

J2- r ~(nr,h)2 

+ J> c 

in 

[e“-(nph)
2n/4< n ^ ii 

sin&pih - Aq^sirniq ih] 0 

Consider the second sum in (13), noting (.12) 
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oo 

I c [e”^-^1) simspih -An sinnq ih] I 
P=N P 

(14) ^ 2 2_i • J°J ^ 
pSftp 

"P 
oo T> 

4Kfc“2 21 P"' 
p=N +4 

< 4Kir-3 
roo 

>f y 'dy 2K*~
5
N”

2 = (2&"
3)h2 

Now we must, treat the first sum in (13) 

(15) 

Let 

(16) 

n ,n / , \ 
a - b = (a - b) 

.2 
3=0 

Cp(x) = e~(
%x)//L

 «. (i „ 4/Usin2(^|). 

^CP' 
p3 * 

Then by (9)s> (15)? and (16) 

(17) ^cp [e~< *PH)2iy< _ ^ ] Binuplli 

P_L H_1 ,(?(ph) 21 sinitpihc 
3=0 

We need to establish explicits, if crude* bounds on l(^ph) I * « 

LEMMA 1 

(18) $(0) = $*(0) = #"(0) = (J?n(0) = 0 

(20) l$^(i)l < ?j> , for Oix^l, 0</*<£o- 

Proof Ojf 

(P(x) = e“^
x^ - (1 - 2/A + 2^cos*x). 

($' (x) = “2/Aw
2xe“^llx^A<

+ 2//(*Ksimsx. 

^?st(x) = (4^&4x2 - 2/A.T?) e~(mx)/,1 + 2/^®^cossx. 

(Jpm(x) = (12^n2*4x -QJU?%
6
X
3
) e ^-^4-a3 sln^x. 

These formulas prove (19)* (20) is immediate. QED. 

For the particular value /K= 0 .45? one can easily show 

that <|> = 400 will do in (20)» 

By Lemma 1 of part i, there exists an M = such that 

(21) i A, Z. e“M(ph)‘ for 0 ^_ph 1 . 

And for j(A. - '0*45? a. satisfactory M is 0.23. 
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lemma 1 gives us 
(22) (jQ (ph) £ (ph)4 $ forO£ph£l. 

Consider the first sum in (13)? employing (17)? (21) and (22) 

(23) I 2LOB <p(Sh) Sin«pihl 
P=1 

< 

N-l 
0=0 

|r JlJcl(ph)4 n e“ M(ph)2(n-l) 4S ZZ- P=1 
Noting (6) we see that this quantity is hounded in turn by 

(24) 1 
41 

2K .3 
13 h (ph) n e“ M(Ph)2(n-l) 

P= 
LEMMA 2. Nor 0£nk£T? 

h j>^(ph)n e” M(ph)2(n-l) 
P^l 

(25) ' ^ C(Mj^0 

——° The quantity on the left-hand side of (25) is 

h^tph) + h V1(ph)(li-l)e‘i!(pll)2(n-1) 
p=i p= 

2 
< 1 + 2h max. [y(n-l)e*^ ^ 

0£y 
n"1) ] + (n~lA ; 

Jo 
ye «y (n-l)dyi 

iw 2 

0 y e"y fly 

^ 1 + 2h(^-)^^(i) + i|= 0(MS/«). QBB. . 

For0,45? and M = 0.23? C(M)4 3 + (/T’0 

Combining (24) and (25) we obtain the following result; 
THEOREM. The error z^n made by approximating the solution 

u. of (IV) by the solution . v. of (V) satisfies for in m 
0<yi* < Y? the following inequality; 

|„ IS- + 4!] ,.2 zin ~ 41 n3 11 • 
In particular for = 0.45 and the crude estimates on M and ^ 
given above. ' .__ 0 

UJnl ^3(3+V?)K 

where K is given by (7). 
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AN INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM POE 

AN INTBGRO-DINFERENTIAL EQUATION 

In this section we will outline the proof of an existence 

theorem for the following problems 

(VI) 

•“r u(x,, t) = a(xot)™2 u(x?t) 4 

u(xpO) = f(x)? for -oo<x<+co 

, g [ t s u (x c, ft) o |~( x/r) ] &% 

? 0<t£.Io 

We could have included a. term9 c [ x * t?u(x? t) ] ? and we 

could have let g = g[x9 i<,/fc<,u(x:>/'t) jU^x/t) ] <> However , problem 

(VI) contains the factors which cause the most difficulty9 

namely the dependence of g on t and on » 

We will say that a function.P(yszPw) defined on a set D 

n i V gp-fXH'S p 
is in G (D), if -  exists and is continuous 

9y-pdzrdw‘'' 

and bounded on D for p£i ip O^r^j, 0~s^ke 

Let R = £(x, t) s ”00<x < +oo P 0< t J „ 

We will assume that the following conditions hold, 

(1) 0<c< ^ a£ A; 

(2) a e G ~?2(R) % g e C2J1S1(R)? f e C4(”00P +oo) 

We may relax the condition that g be bounded« We only 

require that its derivatives referred to in (2) be bounded<> 

Let h > 0, 0</^ 4 (2A)71 and k = /+h2 0 

: Our method of proof will be similar to that used by John 

in studying (l)„(See page 2 and, [3 ]„) However we will not 

obtain any strong stability theorems or consider any hypotheses 

weaker than f e C4„ We will establish bounds on difference 

quotients of the solution v, of the following difference analogs 

rv.2 = v.. 4 k a^.^AKv^ 4- kT Tg(nk?v.,,A v )9 

.1=0 1D x 11 
(VII) 

X t) lli-l xn x in 

i.0 
f(ih)f ~ocxih< + co c. nk<r T, 

Apply Aj. to (VII) e 
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o 2 
A, v„ = A.v. k a. AAA.V. + kA.a„ AAV. + 
t iPn+l t xn i,, n+1 x t in t in x xn 

^ + k gtCn+lJkpV^A^v^] + k2 Atg(nkgviip ) ? 

D=0 

where A^g denotes differencing only with respect to the first 

variable in g„ We also have from (VII) 

(4) A, v 
tv.iO “ “iO AiViO “ “iO “x 

BS a. = a„ 4f(ih). 
_ l£. ¥e need some more notation,. Let g^ = etc 

Let I IwI! as sup lw„ 19 and llwll = sup Iwlp wherever w is n Otjtn ln 

x 
definedo 

2 
Since f e G 'p equation (4) gives us 

(5) l|Atvll0 = 

Because g has bounded derivatives, 

(6) g(t,vin, Atviri) = g(0,0,0) + 0(1 + I !vl ln f I Utvl ln)P 

for t —Te 

Since V^Q = f(ih) is bounded, 

(7) |vinl = 0(1 + llAtvlln). 

(2),(3)s(6) and standard arguments (See [1], page 12) 

show, that for 0</e*4- (2A)”1, 

(8) 1 Vin+l1 ~ 1 1V1 'n + k 0(1 + 1 W 'n+ 1 1V1 'n + |AxTin^ 

Equations (l), (6), and (VII) give 

<9> '^in1 = 0(1 + 1 Wln + 

By combining (7)? (8)P and (9) we obtain 

(10) ^Atv^n+1 ~ El + k 0(1)] llA^vll 

Expressions (5) and (10) show that 

n 

(11) A,vI I = 0(1) for 0 4nk<T. t n ■ 
Then equations (7), (9)? and (11) give 

(12) I Ivl 1 9 IIAIVII = 0(1)o for 0i=nk£T< 
XX A . XX 
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Now apply A+ to equation (3)0 

+ k a 
2 

Atvi,n+1 
2 

A7V 
2 2 

A^A,v_. + 2kA.a. -r ,0^-.u.v. T _AAA,V„ -fkA,a. A v. + 
t in i,n+2 x t m t i,n+l x t m t in x in 

(13) + -2k gn >1 + k g2 AtVin + k g3AtTin + k ^n"1^gll * 

where a bar denotes an intermediate value assigned "by th.e mean- 

value theorem or, in the case of g]j_s> 5111 average of such values® 

We will treat (13) as we did-(3)0 From (l), (2), (3), and (6) 

we obtain 

(14) UlVin1 = °[ 1 + '^in1 + + 'Vln1 + llrinl] 

From 'this, (11), and (12), it follows that 

(15) I AxAtVin- = OKI + llA^vlln). 

Finally, with the-same arguments as those used in obtaining (8), 

equations (13), (15), etc®, give 

(16) . 'IU?T>ln+l- [ 1 + k 0(1)] IU|vllB. 

We must show now that 

(17) 

AtViO 

4vn 

Atv10 

lA|vlIQ = 0(1) 

= aioViO 5 
A. v., 
t il 

l2- 

= ailAxvil 
k g(k^iOy ViO} 

= A|(vi0 + k Employing these we have 

= |CAtvil “ A+v^ = Al”^n “ a-?DAIVTn 

(18) 

ViOJ — kL il x iO iO xvi0‘ 

+ aii + e^io'Vio5- 

=(Atai0)
A|vi0 + ailAI(aiOAIviO} + g(ksVi0*'Vx(Po 

Expression (17) follows immediately from (2) and the fact 

that V^Q = f(ih)0 From (16) and(l?) we obtain 

(19) IA^v11 = 0(1), for 0£nk<T< 
y H 

Then equations (15) and (19) give 

(20) IAAA.VI I = 0(l)f, for 0^nk<T< 
X y xl 

Now we have to bound A v. » A A.v. , and A_A_v, x m x 0 m 
2, 

x x mv 



Applying A to (VII) * we obtain 

(21) A A v. = A (a. A2V. ) + k A g(nknV, .?A.v. .) v ' x t in x in x in' xto ' ID t ID 
J ^ 

Using (1) and (2) as before* (21) shows that 

<22> ''Win1 = °<"AxV"n + "V"n + "V"n+1> 

Since Axv10 = \f(ih) = 0(1), 

(23) I Via' - 0(1 + "VtT"a- 

Equation (22) with (23) and (12) gives 

(24) IM2
V| = 0(0.+ I lAxAtv| ln). x x 

Now apply A to (3). 
X 

A A v. , = A A v. + k a. , n A A A, v„ + 
x t x9 n+1 x t m i+l<9 n+1 x x t in 

p p 
+ k A a. A.v. + k A.a. - A A^v.- + x i?n+l x t xn t i+l*n x x in 

+ k A A,a. A v. + k gnA v„ + k g_A A.v, x t m x m to2 x m &3 x t : in 

n-1 
+ k \ (gnoA v„ . + g.. „A A v. .) o / v&12 x ID 13 x t ID 

D=0 

By the same argument as used to get (8) and (16)P 

<25) 'Wi.n+i1 A [1 + k 0(1)] llytT|ln 

+ k 0( II A2A.V11+ II A A2-yI I„ + I IA2VI I 
X u H x x n 

+ "VtT'l+ "V"n> 

x n 

Equation (25 )* combined with (24)« (23) j (20)« and (12) 

yields 

(26) 

Finally* 

1 |AiV 'n+1 - [1 + k 0(1)] 1|AxV 'n' 

A A,v„n x t xO (27) 

So (26) and (27) give 

(28) 

Ax<ai0Vi0> " “W- 

I'W'In” °(1)> f°r 0- nk<T. 
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Recalling (11), (12), (19), (20), (23), (24) and (28), 

we have the following lemmas 

TVBMMA let a, g, and f satisfy properties (l) and (2), let 

v he the corresponding solution of (VII)0 Then 

(29) v, A^v, Atv, A^v, A^Y, .A^Y, A^AtY? and A^A^ 

are uniformly bounded on R, independent of the mesh size* 

Here we have assumed of course that 0 </A < (2A)"1. 

THEOREM 1 let a, g, and f satisfy properties (1) and (2), 

Then there exists a solution u(x,t) of (VI) with 

a ■ a 5? 
(30) u(x,t), |^u(x,t), g^u(x,t), and jg2 u(x,t) 

uniformly lipschitz continuous and bounded in R. 

Proof The proof of this is almost the same as that of Theorem 

1 in part 1, page 18. To handle the integral in (VI) one. 

must use the uniform lipschitz continuity of g, u, and 

3 
Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that A'vir can be shown 

to be bounded by continuing the procedure used to obtain the 

lemma. And we have been unable to establish the convergence 

of the solutions of (VII) to a solution of (VI) unless the 

solution u(xst) satisfies differentiability conditions which 

are stronger than 'those guaranteed by Theorem 1. Therefore, 

we also have no uniquenes's theorem for the solution we have 

exhibited in Theorem 1« The best we can do is the following; 

THEOREM 2 let a, and g satisfy properties (l) and (2). Suppose 

that u(x,t) is a solution of (VI) with the quantities (30) as 

well as 0 -z „ 
g C- g J g C. 

(31) , u(xft), and-g^5^a(x,t) 

uniformly continuous and bounded in R. Then the solution viyi 

of the'corresponding difference analog (VII) converges to 

u(x,t) as the mesh size goes to zero. And finally,u(x,t) is 

unique among this class of solutions. 
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3u 
8t = a(x,t)x+s^2 + at(x,tbx2u + «C-t*u.C3c»i;), at 

rt a 

^ §-^(t, u(x,'t) o’jp^Xx, ^) d 

3u(x,t)^ 

Proof. Differentiate (VI). 

da 
dtax^ ~I~ at 

i 
+ 

' 0 

By the uniform continuity of all quantities involved., and the 

mean value theorem, this gives 

.2 

+ 

(32) 

Atu. = a. nA + A a. A2V„ + g((n+l)k,u. ,A u„ )+ t in i,n+l t x in t m x m s m* t m7 

n-1 
+ k ^~^A4.g(nks,un., A+u., j.) + o(l)o 

ir t ij 

Let z. = u. - v. . Then hy (3) and (32), 
wL*3>X ZL»3»1 ZL«3>^> 

p p p ■ — . • 
A,z. = a. TA^AJZ. + A,a. A^z. + g„ z. + g„ A,z„ t in i,n+l x t m t m x m &2 m °3 t in 

(33) V1 _ 

S12 
zij + si3 Atzij^ + °^° 

Prom this is follows, with arguments similar to those used 

above, that 

llAtzHn+l = [ 1 + 0(k)] llAtzTln +0(k)l!z n 

(34) + 0(k)I IA^zI I + o(k) 
uL XI 

= [1 + 0(k)] I [A zl I + o(k).o u n 

Noting that I IA^_z I IQ = o(l), we obtain from (34) 

n-1 
llA.zll = [1 + 0(k)]no(l) + o(k) 21 Cl + °(k)3 

.3=0 

- o(l)o 

Since ziQ = 0, this proves the theorem. 
QED. 
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Appendix 

LEMMA 6. ~(O+'S')*1 

(x-jk)Ssin7tpx dx 

>( j-i)k 

pa n 

2]n![ fen®in”Px]x=jh (^h)n+S^ 
(j-Dh^-o 

■ 

/~(j+i)hf oo/ UU / \H 2^ 

Ssinn'p.ih 2~ (2n) I (x-jh) 

(d-*)*l n=° 

2n+s 

^ (—l) (\ 2IH-1/ ., \ 2n+s+l 
+ oos-pjh Zot25fr): ("p> (x-3h) 

f co , , ,n !" V2n 

“ siMpjh|z(2n|i(^+2) 
(x-ih) 

] dx 

+ e 

-) x- 
r^r9 (-l)n (np)2n+1 / N2n+s+2f, 

os,,p3 iS Tssnites) (x-3h) 

If s is even,this equals 

2 sinnpjh (f!)2n+s+1 = 2Sin*pjh(§)
s+1Bs(p,li) 

If s is odd,it.equals 

oo_ t \n , 2n+l 
2cos*p;jh 21 ( 2n+l) l l^l+s+T)^ 2n+S+2= 2cosnp-jh(§)S+1Bs(p,h) 

This proves (40). The proof of (41) is analogous. 

LEMMA 7. oo 

B0(p,h) = 

Therefore for O^.ph^.1, 

1,2 
B (p,h) > 1 - f 2- =; 1 r 

2 _ 1 
3 - 3< 

LEMMA 8. This follows directly from the definition of B„(p5,h). ' s 
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